Support health equity in New Mexico.

"All public health is local."

Mental health is health. No family should go without care.

Power, resources, systemic differences, access, housing, water.

2023 NMPHA Annual Conference
Connect, Heal, Transform
Conectar, Sanar, Transformar
May 18-19, 2023
Don't Sink the Sacred!

We are still considered prisoners of war!

We heal through reconnecting to the land...

Apache Stronghold
Spirit Runner
Oak Flat

San Carlos Apache Nation
Protect our land and water

Know your lineage
Indian country
75% unemployment rate

3% US population

Lian Bighorse
Prevent disease, prolong life

FBI assault
Trauma
Diabetes
Access to affordable foods

The health of the people is connected to the land.

Protect sacred land
Connect land

Sun ceremony
Honor
Womanhood
Life

Discover
Conquest
Removal
Relocation
Assimilation
Reorganization
Self-government
Termination
Self-determination

1532-1828
-1887
-1928
-1945
-1961
-Present

Oak Flat

One drum, one prayer, one circle
Overdose death is preventable!

- Safe consumption
  - Harm reduction strategies
    - Smoking not injection
  - Only effective if OD within 2 hours of Methamphetamine
  - Decrease risk of death
    - Medical response
      - Ambulance rides
  - Increase community adaptability
    - Peers
    - Network
    - Tribes
    - Provider options
    - Privacy
  - Stigma against harm reduction organizations
  - Media
    - Local focus
    - Changing peoples minds
  - Rural
  - Recovery networks
  - Safety
  - Housing
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LOCAL TOBACCO RETAIL LICENSING

ALL PUBLIC HEALTH IS LOCAL

RETAIL
- INCREASE
- USE
- EARLY INITIATION

LAW

POLLICY

FDA ENFORCEMENT

INCREASE RETAIL CONFIDENCE

EFFECTIVE PREVENTION STRATEGY AGAINST YOUTH USE

T21 EQUITY

PERCEPTIONS OF NEGATIVE OUTCOMES

YOUTH USE

ACCESS TO PRODUCTS

HEALTH EQUITY

HEALTH OUTCOMES

FISCAL IMPACTS

SOCIAL NORMS

NM ENFORCEMENT
- NO FUNDING
- NO CAPACITY

PREEMPTION

LICENSE

ZONING LAWS

NMAC

TAXBIS

ULOCAL POLICY

SB179

DENSITY

COPD

HEART DISEASE

YOUTH USE

LIMIT DENSITY

DOWN
VACCINE MESSAGING

- CHA/CHIP
- P4VA
  - CONFIDENCE
  - UPTAKE

- HESITANCY

2021
- VACCINES
- BOOSTERS
- BARRIERS
- WHO DO YOU TRUST?

2022
- Y2
- KNOWLEDGE
- BELIEFS
- ATTITUDES

Equity
- Language
- Access
- Culturally Competent

Trust
- Empathy
- Respect
- Collaboration
- Engagement

History
- Racism

17 LISTENING SESSIONS

COVID
- 6,354 VACCINES
- 5,600+ FLU
PLANNING FOR EQUITY

TAKE ACTION!

1. ACCESS TO CARE
2. HEALTH BEHAVIOR
3. SOCIAL HEALTH

SDOH

STATE HEALTH IMPROVEMENT PLAN (SHIP)

HOW DO WE ADDRESS PUBLIC HEALTH TOGETHER?

ENVIRONMENT GOVERNORSHIP

COLLABORATION

DOH STRATEGIC PLAN

ACTION PLAN

HOUSING

ACCESS TO CARE

MENTAL HEALTH + SUBSTANCE USE CARE

DATA HEALTH EQUITY UNIT

WHAT'S NEXT?

HIES

RESOURCES BEYOND BROCHURES

MOBILE CARE
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BUILDING POWER

ANTI-RACIST HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS

CASA DE SALUD

MJNI ALI TANEJA

FINANCES

90% REPAYMENT RATE

NO CO-PAYS!

90% REPAYMENT RATE

NO CO-PAYS!

TRUE ACCESS
CULTURALLY HUMBLE

HEALTHCARE VS. HEALING

WORKER SOLIDARITY

DECOLONIZING MEDICINE

TRUST

INTEGRATIVE HEALING

OPIOID ADDICTION

STAFF TIME

FUN

FLEXIBLE

WOC-LED

20 YRS 1 MILLION PEOPLE

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

WORKSHOPS

ORGANIZING DRUG USERS

PAYOR MIX

CONTRA GRANTS PATIENTS
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FINDING AN INTERNSHIP THAT'S RIGHT FOR YOU!

Site Considerations
- Skills
- Confidence

Get Started Early!
- Schedule
- Classes
- Opportunity to meet in person

Guidance and Resources for Public Health Students
- Childcare

Funding
- Ask about funding in your search
- Stipend?
- Ask University?

Time Management
- Agenda Planner
- Open Communication

SDoH Focus
- Measure
- Progress
- Align for the future

Be Adaptable
- Connect
- Acknowledge
- Advice
- Future
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